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1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a finite group and let p be a prime number. Brauer, in his
original work, saw the study of modular representations as a means to
obtain further information about the group beyond that which might be
Žobtained by studying ordinary characters. His introduction of blocks or
.p-blocks partitioned the ordinary irreducible characters into subsets which
could be studied individually; in particular, under suitable circumstances, a
block of characters of the group G corresponds to collections of blocks of
appropriate subgroups, and results of this nature were the subject of what
Ž w x w x .became known as Brauer's three main theorems. See B1 , and also B2 .
With time, the study of modular representations has moved more to that
of the associated modules, but in common has been the need to study the
group algebra itself. Here, idempotents in the centre of the group algebra
play a key role, and a third approach is based on the ring theoretic
concepts behind this. All three approaches have their separate merits,
though each needs a different set of definitions of the ideas involved,
which then have to be shown to be equivalent.
The correspondence between blocks given by Brauer has sometimes
been described in terms of a block B of G dominating a block b of a
subgroup H, and we shall follow this usage. The principal block of a group
is that containing the principal character, and Brauer's Third Main Theo-
rem, in this terminology, states that, if H satisfies certain conditions, then
*This paper was written while the author was a Visiting Professor at the University of
Virginia.
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``the principal block of G dominates the principal block of H and no
other.''
This is the subject of this note. By means of a careful study of the
relationship between the blocks of a group and those of its normal
subgroups, together with the right inductive argument, we will give a
simple proof of Brauer's Third Main Theorem. We postpone until the end
of Section 3 any further discussion of just what has been eliminated from
the existing arguments.
2. BLOCKS AND BRAUER'S THEOREMS
Let G be a finite group and let k be a field of characteristic p. We will
assume full familiarity both with the module theoretic approach to modu-
w xlar representation theory, such as is considered by Alperin in his book A ,
and with the essential ring theoretic ideas coming from primitive central
idempotents. The latter yield the most direct initial approach to blocks in
that, in the group algebra kG, there is a unique decomposition
1 s e q ??? qe1 r
of 1 into a sum of primitive central idempotents, and blocks can be defined
in terms of the group algebra as the corresponding summands
kG s B [ ??? [ B ,1 r
where B s kGe G s kGe is indecomposable as a two-sided ideal of kGi i i
for each i. This enables indecomposable modules to be assigned to blocks
since, for any module M, we have
M s 1M s e M [ ??? [ e M1 r
so that indecomposability will force M s e M for exactly one i, and wei
may then assign an indecomposable module to the corresponding block.
For this value of i, the idempotent e acts as the identity on M whilei
e M s 0 for j / i. When B s kGe, we call e the block idempotent of Bj
and for convenience write e s e .B
Ž .We may also view kG as a k G = G -module under the action
g , g ? x s g xgy1 :Ž .1 2 1 2
then the blocks B , . . . , B are just the indecomposable direct summands.1 r
This fluidity between the module and idempotent approaches will charac-
terise what we want to do. We shall also refer to the blocks simply as
blocks of the group G.
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The value of a module theoretic approach is that it permits definitions
which utilise to the maximum Mackey's decomposition theorem and the
w xGreen correspondence; appealing to A for proofs of the assertions we
Ž .make and which are still valid although our actual definitions may differ ,
we proceed as follows, noting that nowhere will we require any restriction
on the field k.
Let M be an indecomposable kG-module. Associated with M is a
conjugacy class of p-subgroups of G called the ¤ertices of M such that, if
Q is a vertex, then Q is minimal among subgroups of G such that, for
G Žsome kQ-module S, M is a isomorphic to a direct summand of S which
< G. Ž .we write as M S . Now, if B is a block viewed as a k G = G -module,
there is a p-subgroup D of G such that B has a vertex of the form
<d D s x , x x g D . 4Ž . Ž .
D is called a defect group of B. All defect groups of a given block are
conjugate in G.
Our starting point is the following.
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that H is a subgroup of G, b is a block of H with
Ž . Ž .defect group D in H , and C D : H. Then there is a unique block B of GG
<such that b B . Furthermore, B has a defect group containing D.H= H
The proof requires an extensive use of Mackey's theorem; we point out
in particular that a key observation is that, corresponding to a double
Ž .H, H -coset decomposition of G, there is a direct sum decomposition
kG s kH [ kHtHÝ
tfH
Ž .of kG as a k H = H -module where, in the summation, representatives
Ž .are taken for the double H, H -cosets other than H. The conditions
imposed ensure that b does not appear as a direct summand of kHtH for
any t f H, while the direct sum decomposition
kG s B [ ??? [ B1 r
has to cover kH.
As a consequence, the Brauer map
 4  4blocks of H with defect group D “ blocks of G ,
denoted by b “ B s bG may be defined, and we say that B dominates b.
We remark that, in the situation of Proposition 1, the Brauer map is
Ž L.G G Ž``transitive''; if H : L : G, then b s b and all three Brauer maps
.are defined .
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Remark. The first conclusion of Proposition 1 is usually taken as the
definition of the Brauer map b “ B s bG, but we will be interested only
in situations in which the given hypotheses hold.
Brauer's theorems can now be stated; we do so for completeness since
w xthe first two, in the form stated here and proved in A , are required in our
proof.
THE FIRST MAIN THEOREM. If D is a p-subgroup of the group G and
Ž . GN D : H : G, then the map b “ B s b defines a one-to-one correspon-
dence between the set of blocks of H with defect group D and the set of blocks
of G with defect group D.
Suppose now that H is a subgroup of the group G, b is a block of H,
and V is an indecomposable kH-module lying in b and having vertex Q.
Ž .Then Q : D for some defect group D of b in H. If C Q : H, thenG
Ž . GC D : H so that b is defined.G
THE SECOND MAIN THEOREM. Assume the situation abo¤e. If U is an
< Gindecomposable kG-module lying in a block B of G and V U , then B s b .H
The principal block is that containing the trivial module, which we
denote by k. Following the obvious notation set by the above, we denote
the principal blocks of G and a designated subgroup H by B and b ,0 0
respectively. The defect groups of the principal block are Sylow subgroups.
The goal of this paper is
THE THIRD MAIN THEOREM. Suppose that H is a subgroup of the group
Ž .G, b a block of H with defect group D, and C D : H. Then B dominatesG 0
b if and only if b s b .0
That bG s B is an easy consequence of the Second Main Theorem. If0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . GP g Syl G , then C P : C D : H so that b is defined. Now k gp G G 0 H
Ž .b and has vertex P. Since k s k and k g B , we are done.0 H G H G 0
The prime object is to provide a proof of the converse; the crucial stage,
in view of the First and Second Main Theorems, is the passage between
Ž . Ž .D.C D and N D .
Ž .Remark. If H s C x for some nonidentity p-element x, then every
block of H satisfies the hypothesis of the Third Main Theorem.
3. COVERINGS
Let N be a normal subgroup of G, and let B and b be blocks of G and
w xN, respectively. Following A , we say that B co¤ers b if there is an
indecomposable module U in B such that U has some direct summandN
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lying in b. We shall show that this definition implies a natural condition on
the corresponding block idempotents; it is trivial, but not necessary for our
applications, to see that the converse holds. We obtain the condition in
two stages.
LEMMA 2. Let e s e be the block idempotent of b in kN. Then a block Bb
of G co¤ers b if and only if eB / 0.
Proof. Suppose that eB / 0. Write B s [U as a direct sum of projec-
tive indecomposable modules. Then eU / 0 for some U. Now, if U s [VN
is a direct sum of indecomposable kN-modules, eV / 0 for some V so that
V g b.
Conversely, suppose that U has a indecomposable direct summand VN
lying in b. Then eV s V; so U has a composition factor W such that
eW / 0, and hence eB / 0.
This has a ``symmetric'' form. Let E s E . Then E is the identity of B.B
This has an obvious consequence.
LEMMA 3. eB / 0 if and only if eE / 0.
Up until this point, we have not used the fact that N is normal; thus the
definition and this characterisation of covering do not require that. How-
ever, for the remainder of this paper, normality is essential. G acts on the
sets of blocks of N by conjugation
g : b “ gbgy1
with a corresponding action on the set of primitive central idempotents of
kN. Thus, by Lemma 3, we have
PROPOSITION 4. If B co¤ers b, then B co¤ers e¤ery conjugate of b.
What we need is the converse.
PROPOSITION 5. The set of blocks of N co¤ered by a fixed block B of G
forms a single G-conjugacy class. In particular, B co¤ers only b .0 0
Proof. Let e s e, e , . . . , e be a complete set of G-conjugates of e.1 2 r
Then Ýe is a central idempotent in kG. The collection of all such orbiti
sums has sum 1 and the sums are pairwise orthogonal; hence each is a sum
of block idempotents of kG. In particular, each block idempotent of kG
appears in only one such sum and is annihilated by block idempotents of N
coming from different sums.
Now B covers b by considering the trivial module; since k is0 0 N
G-stable, so is b .0
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Remark. We have actually shown that orbit sums of block idempotents
in kN are sums of block idempotents in kG and that every block of N is
covered by some block of G.
We tie these ideas to the Brauer map.
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose that B co¤ers b and that, if D is a defect group
Ž . Gof b, then C D : N. Then b s B and B is the only block of G whichG
co¤ers b.
Proof. The ``double coset'' decomposition of kG reduces in the case of
a normal subgroup to a single coset decomposition
kG s kNt.[
tgGrN
If the blocks of N are b s b , b , . . . , b , then1 2 n
kG s b t .[ i
tgGrN
1FiFn
Ž .However, each summand b t is an indecomposable k N = N -modulei
Ž . y1since b t t s b , so that B is isomorphic to a sum of indecomposablei i
modules of the form b t. On the other hand, we havei
0 / eB : ekG s eb t s bt[ [i
tgGrN tgGrN
1FiFn
< <Ž y1 .so that, in fact, bt B for some t g G. But now b Bt whileN=N N=N
y1 < GBt ( B. Thus b B so that B s b , and B is the only block ofkŽG=G. N=N
G with this property.
Remark. A major ingredient in the existing module theoretic proof of
the Third Main Theorem is to study this action of G on the blocks of N in
greater depth. In particular, it is shown that N has p9-index in the inertia
Ž .subgroup I b of b. This is a ``Clifford'' type argument which divides the
Ž . Ž .passage from D.C D to N D into two stages. Our inductive argument
will eliminate this division and thus also the count; whether other results
which make this division in the transition}for example, the proof of
Dade's theorem on blocks with a cyclic defect group, or current work on
Broue's conjecture}will yield to similar simplifications is worth study.Â
w xBrauer's original arguments, both in B1, B2 , also needed p- and
w xp9-counts. The concept of block covering was introduced in B2 in terms of
ordinary characters in blocks, and as such is clearly equivalent to the
modular form with which we started.
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4. THE PROOF OF THE THIRD MAIN THEOREM
We have a subgroup H of G having a block b with defect group D
Ž . Gsatisfying C D : H, such that b s B , and wish to show that b s b .G 0 0
We shall proceed by induction, noting that there is nothing to prove if
< <G s p. Our induction will be by a consideration of the set of triples
Ž .G, H, D satisfying our hypotheses, partially ordered by
G , H , D $ G , H , DŽ . Ž .1 1 1 2 2 2
if
Ž . < < < <i G - G ,1 2
Ž . < < < < < < < <ii G s G and D ) D , or1 2 1 2
Ž . < < < < < < < < < < < <iii G s G , D s D , and H - H .1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž .So assume that the desired conclusion holds for all triples G , H , D $1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .G, H, D . Put N s N D . Note that, whenever N = L = D.C D ,G G
Ž .every block b of L has a defect group E containing D so that C E :G
Ž . MC D : L and b is defined whenever M = L. For any subgroup M, weG
Ž .denote its principal block by b M .0
Ž N .G GSuppose first that H : N. Then b s b s B . Let E be a defect0
N Ž . Ž .group of b . If E / D, then G, N, E $ G, H, D so that, by induction,
N Ž .b s b N ; otherwise, from Brauer's First Main Theorem we deduce first0
Ž N .G Ž .that B s b has defect group D, then that D g Syl G , and finally,0 p
Ž Ž ..G N Ž .since b N s B , that b s b N . In either case, by induction we0 0 0
Ž .may now assume that N s G. If H s D.C D , then B covers b and0
Ž .hence b s b , by Propositions 5 and 6. Otherwise, since D.C D e H, we0
Ž . Hmay pick a block b of D.C D covered by b. Then b s b, again by
Proposition 6, and b G s B . Let F be a defect group of b. Since0
Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž ..G, D.C D , F $ G, H, D , we deduce that b s b D.C D and that0
b s b H s b by the part of the Third Main Theorem already proved.0
Ž . Ž .Now suppose that H › N. Let H9 s N D = C D and let b9 be theH G
Ž .Brauer correspondent in H9 of b. Then
G H G Gb9 s b9 s b s B .Ž . Ž .Ž . 0
Ž . Ž .However, b9 has D as a defect group and G, H9, D $ G, H, D ; thus
Ž . Ž .Hb9 s b H9 . This has defect group containing D, so b s b9 s0
Ž Ž ..Hb H9 s b as at the end of the previous paragraph, and the proof is0 0
complete.
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